CivTek’s doctrine addresses the need to vertically and horizontally integrate cross functional Earthquake Solutions throughout all of Turkey’s institutions, both government and private sector.

Our leadership introduces CivTek’s proprietary decision tool, “9 KEY ELEMENTS MATRIX™” and Triple Bottom Line (TBL). It outlines CivTek International’s leadership and implementation of a reinvigorated Türkçe National Earthquake Program (NEP). Key factors discussed include CivTek’s nationwide program leadership methodology and management philosophy. A situation analysis contextualizes, vis-à-vis Türkçe’s NEP, economic policy, health, education, disaster management, public and national leadership concerns and objectives for Turkey’s safety, employment, and economic growth. CivTek appreciates the magnitude of the Prime Minister staking his reputation on the success of this reinvigorated National Earthquake Program (NEP).

- CivTek brings the broad and deep breadth of multi-disciplined (1) Technical, (2) Social, and (3) Financial expertise required to define, lead, and implement such a vitally important life saving program.